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Abstract: This paper presents a solution to Traveling Salesman Problem using A* search. A route advisory
system called RAS was developed to aid traveling salesman in their works. The work starts with the examination
and evaluation of several heuristics algorithms. Next, the work dwells on the A* search algorithm for RAS
implementation use. The experimental results show that what has been discussed theoretically is computational
feasible. Near optimum solution can be obtained using the A* search applied to the problem domain. It was
noticed that higher specification of hardware is desirable in order to compute more cities in reasonable time. The
language used for the storage, retrieval and maintenance of knowledge bases is Amzi! Prolog. 
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INTRODUCTION of length 855,597 units was found and it was reported that

Background: The traveling salesman problem is the most TSP instance, surpassing the previous record of 15112
notorious NP-complete problem . Mathematical cities through Germany set in 2001 .[1,4]

problems related to the traveling salesman problem were
treated in the 1800s by the Irish mathematician Sir William Problem statement: Since the salesman is interested in
Rowan Hamilton and by the British mathematician not being too long on the road, he wants to take the
Thomas Penyngton Kirkman. In the simplest sense, TSP shortest tour. If there is only two or three city in one tour,
can be defined as a salesman spends his time to visit a the problem is easy to solve. But if there are 100 or 1000 of
number of cities cyclically. At this moment, there is no cities, then there are (n-1)! different tours for n city of
perfect method to solve the problem as the number of asymmetric TSP. In TSP, the distance between two cities
trips grows with the number of cities. TSP is also related is always symmetric, that is the distance from city A to
to other problems such as scheduling and partitioning. city B is always same as distance from city B to city A.
Many practical applications can be modeled as TSP such Therefore, there are half as many distinct solutions (n-
as drilling of printed circuits boards, real world routing of 1)!/2 for n city of TSP. Consequently, the number of
school buses, airlines and postal carriers. All those solutions  will  involve  an  exponential  growth  of run
potential applications make this research work significant. time with the growing number of cities. As such, an
For over 50 years its study has led the way to improved exhaustive search is not sufficient to solve TSP
solution and methods in many areas of mathematical intelligently. This is a truly a challenge to developer and
optimization. Computer codes for the TSP have become researcher, and it also serves as a motivation for this
more sophisticated over these years.  A noticeable sign of work.  The  purpose  of  the study was to compare
these improvements is the increasing size of non-trivial different heuristics  searches  in solving the problem.
instances that have been solved, moving from Dantzig, From the various approaches explored at early stage of
Fulkerson, and Johnson's solution of a 49-city problem in our  design,  A*  has  been  selected for RAS
1954 up through the solution of a 24,978-city problem 50 development  use.  This  paper  reports  the result
years later. obtained using an order that will minimize the distance

Recent Works: In 2004, the traveling salesman problem system  is  also  developed  for the adoption of an
of visiting all 24,978 cities in Sweden was solved. A tour essential oil distributor in Kuala Lumpur.

no shorter tour exists. This is currently the largest solved

[6]

traveled,  which  is  inherent  in the A* scheme. The
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Literature reviews: The TSP is well-studied . Many Cost (state) measures the actual cost incurred in[11]

approaches have been tried. Among others are simulated reaching the state. While Estimate (state) counts the
annealing with local search heuristics , genetic estimate of cost needed to get from an arbitrary state to[7]

algorithms  and neural networks . In  a method of the goal state, this is also the lower bound on the actual[5,8]   [9]  [5]

solving the TSP using genetic algorithms was developed. state.
The scheme can find a near perfect solution in much less Fig. 1(a) illustrates a simple TSP that will find near
time than using branch-and-bound search. A simple TSP- optimal solution using A* algorithm.
Solver called ABACUS is a software system which Suppose that the cost of traveling between cities is
provides a framework for the implementation of branch- described by the following cost matrix:
and-bound algorithms. ABACUS is implemented as a
collection of C  classes . Experiments with sophisticated A B C D E++ [10]

heuristics have been successful for medium to large scale
problem instances (+1000 nodes) . Most of these A 0 7 12 8 11[12,13]

heuristics are based on the concept of local search, i.e. B 7 0 10 7 3
continuously to transition from one solution to a C 12 10 0 9 12
neighborhood solution. D 8 7 9 0 10

Proposed solution: Heuristic search is a rule of thumb
approach that normally improves the efficiency (speed) of Fig. 1(b) is a state space that represents the TSP. Note
a search process . A good implementation of heuristic that the tree does not show the entire problem.[2]

can eliminate the complexity of a search process. In our Fig. 1 (c) shows that expanding of B leads to partial path
work, A* search is tested and implemented. This scheme A-B-C, with an underestimated path length of 47 and to
combined branch-and-bound and the estimate of partial path A-B-D, with an underestimated length of 46.
remaining distance. We have also included the traffic A-B-D is therefore the partial path to extend. 
condition as one of the quality measurements (e.g. heavy,
moderate, light) based on long term survey about the road
situation. It is not easy to develop the shortest estimated
path length. A good estimate of (partial) path will keep us
on the optimal path all the times. A bad estimate of path
may keep us away from the optimal path permanently. A*
search will produce an optimal solution if the
underestimate of remaining distance is the lower-bound
estimate. To see how A* search works consider using the
following quantity as the heuristic value H (state) for a
given state: 

H (state) = Cost (state) + Estimate (state)

Fig. 1(a): A TSP problem space. (Fig. 1d).

E 11 13 12 10 0

Fig. 1(b): A state space for 5 cities.

Fig. 1(c): B node gets expanded.

A-B-D leads the path to E with an underestimated path
length of 48. Expanding the partial path to C is the correct
move  since  the  underestimated  path  length is only 46
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Table 1: Underestimate of all partial paths 
Partial Path H (state) Cost (state) Estimate (state)
A-B 45 7 38
A-D 47 12 39
A-B-C 47 17 30
A-B-D 46 14 32
A-B-D-E 48 24 24
A-B-D-C 46 23 23

Fig. 1(d): Nodes expanded from D

The expanding leads to a complete path A-B-D-C-E.
No partial path has a lower bound distance that low,
therefore no further search is required. The final result is
shown in Fig. 1(e).

Fig. 1(e): Solution path is (A-B-C-D-E).

 The underestimate of total path length for all partial
paths is calculated as shown in table 1. Partial path A-B-
D-C-E with the cost value, 46 is the result that we
obtained. When compared to other candidate partial
paths, this is the minimum result. So, partial path A-B-D-
C-E can be considered as optimal. When the number of
cities increases, same partial path calculation applies, and
there is always an optimal result.

Algorithms and main design components: The
development of programs can be divided into several
module, three main functions are as below (codes written
in Amzi! Prolog ): [3]

1. Load the knowledge base
 
sort(F):-
open(F,readwrite,ID),

repeat,
read(ID,X1),
checkin(X1),
X1==end_of_file,
close(ID).

checkin(s(X,Y,Z)):-
assertz(h(X,Y,Z).
checkin(end_of_file).

The above reads as “Load cities information into
Prolog logic server environment. X is the first city, Y is the
adjacent city and Z is the distance between the both of
the cities”.

2. Expand the tree

expand(P,l(N,F/G),Bound,Tree1,Solved,Sol):-
 F=<Bound,
(bagof(M/C,(s(N,M,C),
not member(M,P)),Succ),
!,
 succlist(G,Succ,Ts,N),
 bestf(Ts,F1),
expand(P,t(N,F1/G,Ts),Bound,Tree1,Solved,Sol);Solved
= never).
 

Here, more successors are generated for node (N).
Expand more sub-trees for the successor (Succ). Compare
and return the best successor (F1). Followed by continue
expanding the tree.

3. Calculating the traffic condition

succlist(GO,[N/C|NCs],Ts,Return):-
G is GO + C,
h(Return,N,H),
F is G + H,
succlist(GO,NCs,Ts1,Return),
insert(l(N,F/G),Ts1,Ts).

The above codes perform the following: calculate the
heuristic value (F) by adding the traffic condition (H) with
the distance (G). Insert the sub-tree to the main search
tree for overall updating on tree.

Implementation: The RAS is divided into two views
(user/salesman and administrator). Users may use the
system for seeking traveling advices while the
administrator can maintain the city information via a user
friendly interface. This section is included with several
implementation screenshots (Fig. 2 – Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2(a): Main interface of RAS. Fig. 3(a): Maintenance menu.

To begin the search for best shortest route, user
needs to specify the start city from the cities listed in the
combo box (Fig. 2a). 

Fig. 2(b): Solution path shown as a line.

In Fig. 2(b), ‘Display Map’ button is used to show
the result (best solution path) in the list box. There will be
a red line drawn on the map connecting those concerned
cities. 

Maintenance functions included are Add New City,
Add Adjacent City, Delete City and Update City (Fig. 3a).
If the Administrator selects the Add New City, the Fig. 3(c): Update database via VB form.
following screen will appear (Fig. 3b).

For this function, simply type in the new city and button is clicked, information is confirmed and they will be
select the adjacent city. Type also the distance between saved into the knowledge base. However, if the
the new city and the adjacent city. Adding of new city will administrator selects the sub menu of Update City, a VB
entail selecting of the traffic condition such as light, form will appear to ease the updating process. As shown
moderate and heavy (the fuzzy set values). When the OK in figure 3(c). 

Fig. 3(b): New cities are added.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 3. AMZI! Prolog Official Site. Site visited on 23/6/03.

Experimental results showed that when the number of 4. Lawler, E.L., J.K. Lenstra, A.H.G Rinnooy Kan, and
cities increases, the performance of the system drops. D.B. Shmoys, 1985. The Traveling Salesman Problem.
Nevertheless, this circumstance was expected from the John Wiley, Chichester, UK. 
nature of the problem. RAS tested on Personal Computer 5. Micheal Lalena Online Site, 1998. Traveling Salesman
(PC) of Pentium II/III.IV and main memory capacities Problem Using Genetic Algorithms. Site visited on
ranging from 64MB to 512MB. Simulation results showed 19/12/03. http://www.lalena.com/ai/tsp/
that only systems with RAM 256MB and above can 6. Optimal tour of Sweden, 2004. Site visited on
return the best route in a few seconds while PC with 19/3/2005. http://www.tsp.gatech.edu/sweden/
memory 128MB occasionally hangs while running an 7. Moscato, P. and M.G. Norman, 1992. A `Memetic'
instance of 25-city, and PC with 64MB hung even with a Approach for the Traveling Salesman Problem.
10-city instance. Increment step used was 5-city in the Implementation of a Computational Ecology for
simulation. Hardware plays an important role in the Combinatorial Optimization on Message-Passing
performance of RAS. When the system was run on a Systems. Parallel Computing and Transputer
higher-end machine such as faster processor the system Applications, edited by M. Valero, E. Onate, M. Jane,
can accept many cities. The response time is as follows: J.L. Larriba and B. Suarez, Ed. IOS Press, Amsterdam,
5 seconds was computed when the system subjected to pp:187 –194.
25 cities. This is still an acceptable response as the 8. Whitley, D.  and K. Mathias, 1992. Genetic Operators,
algorithm used is an unpolished A* search with only two the Fitness Landscape and the Traveling Salesman
quality measurements considered (traffic conditions and Problem. Appeared in Parallel Problem Solving from
underestimate costs). When included with more than 25 Nature-PPSN 2. R. Ma:nner and B. Manderick North
cities, the performance started to deteriorate. The Holland-Elsevier, eds., pp: 219 – 228.
algorithm becomes painfully slow for cities beyond 45. 9. Kedar, S. Naphade & Dilek Tuzun, 1995. Initializing
The prototype is currently in parallel running at a sale the Hopfield-Tank Network for the TSP using a
distributor company in Klang Valley, Kuala Lumpur. Such convex hull: A Computational Study. Proceedings of
response time is tolerable to the sales people since the the Artificial Neural Networks in Engineering
maximum number of cities they travel is between 12 to15 (ANNIE'95) Conference, pp: 399 – 404, St. Louis. 
in a day. 10. Michael Jünger and Stefan Thienel, 1997. The Design

Conclusion: A new method for analyzing TSP has been Report No.97.260.
presented. RAS produced near optimum solution using 11. Lawler, E.L., J.K. Lenstra, A.H.G Rinnooy Kan, and D.
simple A* search. Research on algorithms with combined B. Shmoys, 1985. The Traveling Salesman Problem: A
search techniques (A* and G.A) is currently underway to Guided Tour of Combinatorial Optimization. Wiley-
address the issue stated in result and discussion section, Interscience, Chichester.
i.e. to speed up the search process. Apart from that, the 12.  Johnson, D.S., 1990. Local Optimization and the
system will be migrated to Web-based. With this platform, Traveling Salesman Problem. Proc. Seventeenth
salesman can access the Internet to obtain best route via Colloquium on Automata, Languages and
their mobile devices. Programming, Springer-Verlag, pp: 446 – 461.
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